Range step size analysis  by unknown
CHAPTER 5 
RANGE STEP  S IZE ANALYS IS  
The implicit finite difference (IFD) scheme, expressed by formula (3.14), has been proved 
unconditionally stable in Section 3.3. The unconditional stability comes from the fact that 
[(1 -/x)/(1 +/x)[ always equals to unity when (x --- k[1 - cos(coh)]/2keh) + kk0[n2(r, z) - 1]/4 is a 
real quantity, and for all k I> 0. Whereas tability ensures that as the step size decreases, the solution 
to the finite difference quations converges to the exact solution of the parabolic equation (PE), 
a finite step size must be used to obtain numerical results. 
It is hence of great interest from a computational point of view to determine how large a range 
step size can be allowed in real computations. We begin by using a model PE having real coefficients 
(the heat equation) and select he optimum range step size by minimizing the leading truncation 
error term for propagation of a single mode. Then, an extension iscarried out to a simple parabolic 
wave equation model with complex coefficients (i.e. the equation of the Schr6dinger type) and again 
one mode is used to explore the possibility of selecting the desirable range step size. Surprisingly 
for the case of the Schr6dinger quation, under this development to minimize the leading truncation 
error term, the only choice is that k -- 0, the most obvious choice and the most unlikely choice. 
Step size selection for the full parabolic wave equation is then addressed. For propagation of 
a single mode, minimizing the leading terms in the local truncation error yields conditions for the 
choice of the constant/co and the range step size. For multimodal propagation, however, the 
resulting equations are mathematically intractable. Hence, we consider the bound on the norm of 
the field. This latter approach yields an optimum choice for/co and a specification for k consistent 
with the desired accuracy. 
5.1. THE HEAT EQUATION MODEL 
The simple heat equation is expressed by 
u, ffiu~,, (5.1) 
where we use r to correspond to the time variable t. The associated initial and boundary conditions 
for the model problem are 
u(O, z) • f(z), 0 <. z <~ L (the period) (5.2) 
u(r,O)fu(r,L)ffiO, 0<r<oo.  (5.3) 
A well-known analytic solution to the heat equation (5.1) subject o the conditions (5.2) and (5.3) 
is given by a Fourier series [1] 
jn 2 . u(r,z)=s~, csexp[-(-~)r]s,n(Lz ) . (5.4) 
where 
c, ffif:f(z)sin(LZ)dz. (5.5) 
The finite difference solution to the heat equation (5.1) satisfying the same conditions (5.2) and 
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(5.3) obtained by using the Crank-Nicolson scheme is given by ( (0 , )  I. 0 ' \  I k~z2 l-.~/c-ff.~z2)U"+'= 1+~ u". (5.6) 
Discretizing (~ 2/(~z2 by a central difference produces the counterpart to scheme (5.6) in an equivalent 
form is 
(I - ½kA)u "+' = (I + ½kA)u", (5.7) 
where 
1 . ,1=~ 
--2 1 0 . . .0  0 0 
1 -2  1 . . .  0 0 0 
0 0 0 . . .1 - -2  1 
0 0 0 . . .0  1 - -2  
(5.8) 
A one mode exact solution to equation (5.1) can be taken from equation (5.4), i.e. 
u(r, z) = sin exp - Z~ r , (5.9) 
where z =jh, r = ink, L = (N + 1)h, and exp(-(n2/L2)r)  is referred as the attenuation factor. For 
the time being we let N remain general. 
The solution to equation (5.7) can be expressed as 
,, 1 +~,lj " 
u(~)  = T. =j w:, (5.10) 
k 
where wj are the eigenvectors of A, and =j, wj are related to the initial vector f(z) as a linear 
combination of eigenvectors wj, i.e. 
N 
f ( z )  = ~ =jw/. 
J - I  
It is easily seen that the eigenvalues 2j of A are 
which are all negative. 
The growth factor associated with the first eigenvector is
where N + 1 = L/h. 
Now, we relate expression (5.12) to the attenuation factor by setting 
1 + 2 ~ sin 2 
(5.11) 
. k . 2 /xh~ 
I - / ~' ism ~'~)  
1 + 2 ~-~ sm 2 
(5.12) 
(5.13) 
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Note that 
and 
. ,/'nh~ ( l :~hy~+'y  
sin k'~) = ,,-o ~" (2m + I ) ! \2L ]  ] 
=(nh y I /nh'~' 2 :nh y I (nh ~' 
k 2L,/ -'3 t -~)  + '~\2L]  -~'5  ~ 2L / +"" (5.14) 
°° I :  fC2 y '  
Now, multiply by (I + 2 (k/h 2) sin2(nh/2L)) on both sides of expression (5.13) and use formulas 
(5.14) and (5.15) for sin=(nh/2L) and exp(-n2k/L2), respectively. Simplifying, we obtain 
I n¼ _ I n 4 
the l.h.s. = l -~-~k +~-~-~kh 2 . . . .  (5.16) 
and 
1 n2  1 n4 2 1 ;c6_ s 
the r.h.s.-- 1 -~-~k -~-~-~kh +-~-~k +. . . .  (5.17) 
Equating equation (5.16) to equation (5.17) and keeping the error term of order (kh2+k 3) for 
consistency with the Crank-Nicolson scheme truncation error, we obtain an error of 
O(kh2+k3)=l~kh 2 1 7c6 _, 
f2~k . (5.18) 
To minimize the error, we require expression (5.18) to be zero, which implies 
k =-Lb. (5.19) 
7~ 
Formula (5.19) gives the step size choice that yields a truncation error of zero for the 
Crank-Nicolson scheme. This approach is discussed in more detail by Lawson [1] who obtained 
this formula s the optimum choice for the range step size when using the Crank-Nicolson scheme 
to solve the simple heat equation. 
5.2. AN EXTENSION OF THE MODEL HEAT EQUATION 
As a simple extension to a more general model problem, we introduce an arbitrary constant p
into equation (5.1) to give 
u, = #u=, (5.20) 
where conditions (5.2) and (5.3) are still applicable. The corresponding Crank-Nicolson scheme 
to solve this more general equation is 
u,+ l 1 0"\  
The equivalent difference quation to the above becomes 
I 
-~  1 0 . . .  0 0 0 ~ 
-2  1 . . .  0 0 0 
1 
A R--  
"/12 0 0 . . .  l --2 l 
0 0 . . .0  1 - -2  
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We can express the solution to equation (5.22) in the same form as equation (5.10), i.e. 
.(ink) = y~ ~j ~ wj, (5.24) 
where 2j, wj have the same definitions as earlier. 
It can be easily seen that the eigenvalues of A [equation (5.23)] are 
2j= -#(~ s in (2( :  + 15)) 2, (5.25) 
where the sign of 2j del~nds upon the sign of#. If# = 1, equation (5.25) reduces exactly to equation 
(5.11). For #-- i ,  the ~., are purely imaginary. 
The solution of equation (5.20) which is the counterpart of equation (5.9) can be written as 
u(r, z )  = sin -~- exp 
To proceed, we compare quation (5.26) with the Crank-Nicolson result (5.22). For agreement, 
we require 
1 - 2# ~-~ sin ~ ~ = exp r (5.27) 
k .  2/ .h~ -#~ " 
l+2f l~-~sm ~ ) 
We will use formula (5.14) for sin 2 (nh/2L), and generalize formula (5.15) to express 
as 
~2 m 
Multiplying both sides of expression (5.27) by 
k .2  nh (1 + 2# ~'i s'n (~'~)),  
the resulting expressions show 
1 n 2 1 n 4 
the l.h.s. = 1-~ #-~k +~f l -~kh 2 . . . .  (5.29) 
and 
1 ~2 1 ~4 2 l 3 n6 3 the r.h.s. = l -~#~k -~#~kh +~# ~k . . . .  (5.30) 
Equating equation (5.29) to equation (5.30) and keeping error terms of order (kh2+ k s) for 
consistency with the Crank-Ni¢olson scheme truncation error, we obtain an error of 
O(kh' +k' )=½#~kh' - l  , '~k  '. (5.31) 
To minimize the error, we require that expression (5.31) vanish, which gives 
IL h k = ~ . (5.32) 
Equation (5.32) reduces to equation (5.19) when # = 1. For fl--i, equation (5.32) holds iff 
k -- h =- 0. This tells us that when the Crank-Nicolson scheme is used to solve the model equation 
(5.20) with # = i, the leading truncation error cannot be identically zero for nonzero k and h. The 
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optimal selection of the range step size introduced by Lawson works for the heat equation, but 
fails for the SchrSdinger equation. R. Vichnevetsky performed an interesting Fourier analysis to 
address this problem. Vichnevetsky considers the general sinusoidal trial solution to equation (5.20) 
which takes the form 
u~, -- a~, exp(i~zm). (5.33) 
Since 
then 
( O2uy " -2u',,+u~,_l 
' '+ '  h 
=A " 
A (a ~, exp(i ~ zm) = 0~ (~) (a~, exp(i ~ zm)), 
where A is the difference operator defined by equation (5.23) and ~, (~) is the Fourier symbol defined 
by 
. 4 . 2/'~h'~ e,(~) = (A expfi~z,,,)/exp(i~z,,) = -- IS ~ sm ~-~-). (5.34) 
The r.h.s, of equation (5.34) are eigenvalues of A, and ~ = n/L. To find the error introduced by 
the approximation of/Ju, by A, we consider the semi-discrete equation 
du.._~, = Aura, (5.35) 
dr 
which admits sinusoidal solutions of the form 
, , [" /'mTc~ 7 . /'mTc 
u, = amexp L '~ ' -~ J r  j sm[ -~- z j  . (5.36) 
Comparing equation (5.36) with the exact solution [see expression (5.26)], we find that the difference 
expI~ ( -~) r  I - exp[ -~("~) ' r  I
measures the error introduced by the approximation of ~02u/Oz" with A for the corresponding 
eigenmode. 
Next, let us examine the error introduced when both u, and u~ are discretized. We will find that 
a second term arises which for appropriate choices of h and k will cancel the error computed above 
when p is real. The Crank-Nicolson solution to expression (5.20) is 
uZ,+ I I - ~ ko~ i'm~'~ (5.37) 
-g  T ' 
1 +~k~ 
where the function g(mn/L) stands for the amplification factor of the above numerical scheme 
which approximates the corresponding terms of the expression (5.13), i.e. 
Using Fourier analysis, if p is real positive, equation (5.20) is Fourier's heat equation since 
-#~'<~(~)<0 when ~#0.  
The decay rate introduced by the finite difference approximation of 13a'/Oz" with A is less than its 
exact counterpart, i.e. 
exp(--/~2r) < exp[ct(~)r] < 1. (5.39) 
On the other hand, the decay rate associated with the Crank-Nicolson solution, the Pade (1,1) 
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approximate, for O/Or is larger than its analytical counterpart, i.e. 
+ ½ fik~ 2j < exp(- /~ 2 k), (5.40) 
when ~ ~ 0. 
From expression (5.18), it is evident that the above two approximation processes introduce rrors 
which are of opposite sign which sugsests that one should be able to obtain the minimum error 
by an appropriate choice of parameters. Lawson chose to use the first sinusoidal model in equation 
(5.4) to solve equation (5.1) exactly. The corresponding condition (5.13) 
, 
1 + 2~s in  
is verified approximately within an error of order O(kh 2 "4" k 3) when equation (5.19) is chosen. The 
previous results do not carry over to the Schr6dinger quation, because for/~ ffi i, expression (5.34) 
becomes 
It is seen that there is no amplitude rror in the approximation, i.e. 
[exp(~(~)r I ffi lexp(-i~2r)[ - 1, 
however, a phase error is now present, namely 
Phase Er ror I f f i l -  4 . 2 
The amplitude rror, introduced by Crank-Nicolson scheme, is also absent because 
[11 - ½/k~2 + ½ ik~2 -- lexp(-i~2k)l ffi 1. 
Similarly, a phase error is present, i.e. 
Phase Error II = -2  tan-I( ~ ~2 k) + k~ 2. (5.43) 
It is evident that the signs of expressions (5.42) and (5.43) are the same, and there is no cancellation 
regardless how the parameters are chosen. This is why that the Lawson approach does not work 
for the Schr6dinger case. 
5.3. THE PE 
The equation of interest to us differs from that treated in the previous ections because of the 
presence of an additional adjustable constant/co. Let us hence consider step size selection for finite 
difference solutions to the equation 
u, = au + t,u=, (5.44) 
b ffii/(2ko) 




The exact solution to equation (5.44) subject to conditions (5.2) and (5.3), and for kZ(r, z) ffi k 2, 
a constant, is 
u(r, z) = i cj exp(i,ljr) sin (~jz), (5.46) 
j - I  
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where 
~j ffi (fit~L), (5.47a) 
i2j ffi a - b~ 2, (5.47b) 
and the c l are determined by the initial field f(z). 
As a criterion for selecting/% and the range step size k, we consider minimizing the local 
truncation error ~2. From Chapter 3, the leading terms in z2 are 
-k3 03u kh2bO'u 
T2= 12 Or 3 12 Oz ~" (5.48) 
Using equation (5.46), the derivatives appearing in expression (5.48) may be evaluated, yielding 
2 } z2 - -- ~-  k 2, + ¢~ cj exp(iAjr) sin (¢,z). (5.49) 
Let us first examine xpression (5.49) for propagation of a single mode. In this case, we see that 
a range step size k may be selected such that the local truncation error vanishes provided that Aj > 0, 
k ffi [h2~]/(2 k02~)] '/2. (5.50) 
We can maximize the range step size k by minimizing Aj. 
From expressions (5.45) and (5.47), this implies that ko be selected such that 
k02 < K 2 - ~] -- Kf, (5.51) 
where Kj is the horizontal wavenumber for propagation of the j th mode. For small values of 2j, 
i.e./Co = K l, very large range steps are possible. 
When several modes are propagating, equation (5.49) is awkward to deal with because of the 
presence of depth and range dependent terms. We will hence consider minimizing the quantity. 
Q - f~ z2x* dz. (5.52) 
Using the orthogonality of the depth functions 
sin(~jz) sin(~,z) dz = ~ &j,,,, 
we find 
i k2L[- 2 3 h2 12 Q (5.53) 
It is of interest o determine if Q can be minimized through a suitable choice of ko and k. We 
thus consider the two equations 
0Q_ 
i 3k221 ¢~ c,c~---O (5.54) ---Ok , - ,2k  k2~] 2koW j -2-~0 
and 
where 
3k22/('t,+k0)-~--~¢~ c, c7=0, (5.55) 
a- 0 = - (1  +  j/ko), 
has been used to obtain the latter result, Multiplying equation (5.54) by k and equation (5.55) by 
ko and adding the results yields 
- cjcj j--I - -  6 k4~f k2~.f ~o  ~ * ~- O. (5 .56)  
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This equation may be solved for k s, yielding 
2j ~j cjc~ 
k 2 h 2 ~, 2 4 , 
= J (5.57) 
2 ko ~, 2~cjc? 
J 
Equation (5.57) yields the optimum choice of the range step size provided the weightod sum 
appearing in the denominator is positive. To proceed, we will write k s = (h2/k2o) V, with 
V = 2j ~j cjcj 2~cjc . (5.58) 
1 
and substitute this result into equation (5.54) to obtain an equation for k0 
- ¢j ]cjcj 0. (5.59) 
j - I  
The only kind rmnark one may make concerning equation (5.59) is that it yields solutions for/Co 
that are independent of the depth increment h. On the negative side, it is a very difficult equation 
to solve. From the form of V above and equation (5.47b) for 2j, it is evident hat equation (5.59) 
is a 20th order polynomial in k02. Hence, for multimodal propagation, minimizing the local 
truncation error does not appear to be a viable method for parameter selection. 
We can, however, derive relatively simple criteria for selecting k and/co by considering the bound 
on the norm of the fidd at the nth range step Ilu" II defined by 
Ilu" II s = Z u~,u~,*. (5.60) 
m 
McDaniel [2] has shown that, under quite general conditions, the norm of the field is bounded 
k s 
,lu'll2 ~< =j~[ l+.~A~]ot jo t*=M.  (5.61) 
In equation (5.61), for our simple example, Aj are the eigenvectors of the tridiagonal matrix 
A = 
a - 2b/h 2 b/h 2 
b/h 2 a - 2b/h 2 b/h 2 
b/h 2 a - 2b/h s 
and the ,,j am related to the initial vector field as in Section 5.1. 
First we will select k 0 to minimize the bound on the norm of the field. Noting that 
or using equation (5.51) 
4b.2~ 
/AI = a - .~-  sin ( -~) ,  
1 2 2 
Aj -- ~0 [K~ - k0], 
we obtain for the optimum choic~ of/co 
J - I  
This result is identical to that obtained by 
progressive waves to select/co. 
(5.62) 
Pierce [3] who applied Rayleigh's principle for 
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With/Co selected, we may now return to equation (5.53) and specify a range step size k consistent 
with the accuracy desired. This method of parameter selection has the advantage that it is simple 
and robust. It may also be readily extended to treat propagation in both depth and range dependent 
environments (see McDaniel [2]). The sole disadvantage is that a knowledge of the model structure 
of the initial field is required. 
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